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MISSOULA, MONTANA, NOVEMBER, 1899.
With this issue The Kaimin again makes its little bow
to its readers introduced by a new management whose ambitions for the success of the paper are of the loftiest, and
whose efforts in its behalf shall be tireless.
The publication makes its appearance in the same form
and size as last year, and with the same amount and char*
acter of reading matter, with a promise of a more ornate
extra edition at holiday time.
Owing to a misunderstanding in regard to the an*
nouncement of the members of the new board, and on ac*
count of innumerable misfortunes with which the Board
has had to contend, it has been impossible to publish the
first issue of the paper before this, and as a result the
Kaimin comes out two months later than it should. But
regardless of this fact, the editors propose to issue the full
nine numbers during the college year, at about the first of
every month with extra issues at holiday time and at the
beginning of the second semester.
The Kaimin has been a success from the beginning of
its career, in spite of the vicissitudes which a new college
publication invariably encounters. It has been well sup*
ported by the students, financially, if it has not been aided
materially by literary contributions from them. It has met
with favor from other institutions and citizens in general,
and has established a place for itself among college publica
tions of which we may well feel proud.
During this, the second year of its existence, we hope
to accomplish many things. We hope, through the pages
of the Kaimin to give greater impetus to the cause of
higher education in Montana, to awaken an interest among
the people of the state in our University, to encourage a
greater literary activity among our students, to stimulate
systematic thought and research, and to arouse that “espirit de corps” which is the keynote of college competition,
and consequently one of the vital elements necessary to the
success of the institution.
These are only a few of the things we propose to ac
complish, and we ask for the cooperation of students and
citizens in our work.
With our apalogies for the delay of this issue of the
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The magnificent reception tendered Admiral Dewey on
his return to New York last month, surpassed any cele
bration of like character that has ever been attempted In
America. Never before has an admiral of the navy In
spired so much enthusiasm, almost amounting to idoliza
tion, in the hearts of the American people as has “The
Third Admiral.” Preparations for the reception were in
progress for months prior to his return, and at the final
consummation and realization of the plans, thousands upon
thousands thronged the streets of New York to catch a
glimpse of the great man as he rode through the crushing
mass of humanity. The arches were masterpieces of art,
and the decorations were more than lavish.
Standing
room was almost out of the question and windows were
sold for sums running up into four figures.
If the truth must be told, the American people who
were not fortunate enough to be upon the scene of action,
and who depended upon the newspapers and magazines for
their information became just a little weary of hearing
about Admiral Dewey, before and after his arrival. We
believe in rewarding such a service as he rendered us, and
we believe in the public exhibition of patriotism and loyal
ty, but we do object to being buried alive under an
avalanche of anecdotes and photographs of a man and
all his ancestors, with a goodly supply of cartoons and
fiction thrown in. Admiral Dewey has our sympathy for
the seige he has experienced, and we venture to say that
If he had realized the encounter destined for him in New
York before he entered Manila bay, he would have con
signed the duty of sinking the Spanish fleet to some other
man.
During a lull in our own affairs in the Philippines,
England’s trouble with the Boers in the Transvaal comes
as food for discussion. Public opinion in the United States
is about evenly divided as regards the justice of England’s
policy, but the Government, of course, remains neutral.
Just now our relations with England are of a more
amicable character than they have ever been, and it is not
for the United States government to take a decided stand
either for or against Grpat Britain’s policy. But when we
remember our own struggle of 1776, we cannot help feel
ing a little vibration of the chord of sympathy, caused by
the consciousness that the Boers are struggling for the
same thing for which the thirteen American colonies con
tended, over one hundred years ago. The struggle for inde
pendence appeals to us, even though we may believe that
independence should not be granted.
The European press is also divided in sentiment, the
French journals as a rule being opposed to England, while
the majority of German papers declare in favor of her.
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A GLIMPSE OF PAST ENGLAND.
T

ONG before the gray mist of early morning had lifted
itself from the earth and while yet all things ap
peared soft and far away, a youth passed through a
lone highwa y, lone but for his presence, and the presence
of his rough men who laughed and jested rudely, placing
their feet heavily on the black chains which hung from the
boy’s shoulder, and when he halted but a moment the whip
fell on his bare arms, while the conscious masters grinned
horribly in the face of his misery.
And this was England; the land of the fair haired
Saxon where all should have been fair, and where all was
misery and death.
“By order of the king” was the cry, when man after
man lay his head on the block; while childhood and man
hood and home and the clearest recollections of each came
to his vision, but the ax descends and blood flows, men
shuddering and turning away to avoid their alloted place.
The youth of whom I speak was a prisoner “by order
of the king.” Dragged from his humble hovel because an
English Bible, that fatal weapon of the Lollard—had been
discovered hidden in the dirt of his wretched bed,—dragged
away because he dared to be a man.
There was a strange hideousness in the world this
special morning,—sometimes a strange beauty. To Philip
the green meadows and barren highlands and rising sun
were the symbols of trial and- hunger and heartache. A
moment later, even as the whip lashed his shoulder he
would smile, pleased with the beauty lying in everything
and everywhere.
So the sun rose higher and the rough soldiers lashed
their prisoner nearer the scene of his coming execut.on.
Now the rush of the water is musical the singing of the
birds is bright and glad, but to Philip the water is dripping
blood, and the bird-song the herald of his death.
Great gatherings of people were on the scene, outward
ly praising the king and his goodness, inwardly loathing his
folly. They cheered as the youth in soiled garments and
with hair torn turned his longing face toward them; they
cheered and grew ghastly pale as the fire brand was held
against his brow burning a deep red hole.
And while they cheered the boy even in his pain he
knew they were acting a lie for their lives,—knew although
his eyes rested, during his last brief moment on the pink
purple of the heather, and in mind he saw the summer
come and the pink blossom change to a purple flower, and
the dark autumn turn it again to a brown, and at length
he saw the saddest thing of all, his own mother cheer with
the .maddened crowd. And thus he died, but he was only
one.
WORDSWORTH, THE POET OF NATURE.
T is much easier to find the faults and inconsistencies of
great men than to see their real worth. To understand
the life and thoughts of any great man it is essential to
live, as it were, the life he lived; to be placed under the
circumstances under which he existed; to see what were his
early environments; to know what were his youthful ideals
and predelictions.
So in the study of the powers and character of Words
worth, these principles must be kept in mind.
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To appreciate Wordsworth in the fullest sense it is
necessary to bear in mind his earlier training; his stay in
France during the very heat of revolution and of political
chaos; his thorough infatuation with and fervent sympathy
for the cause he espoused; his final settlement in the Lake
country with his sister, of whom he often spoke in words
of highest eulogy.
Wordsworth’s early life had been one given almost en
tirely to observation and study of the things of nature.
This early life was of greatest interest and importance to
him in the preparation for what was to be his part to play
I in human affairs.
In the Lake Country in which Wordsworth made his
later home, he gave himself up to poetry and nature. He
became as it were, a creation of the mountains and lakes,
imbued with the spirit of freedom and patriotism.
In his poems Wordsworth often recalls the impressions
made on his mind by the mountains and lakes and lonely
scenes amidst which he lived.
He gathered inspiration
from nature wherever and whenever he found it. He loved
the scenery of the lakes as a boy, he lived among it in his
manhood, he died in its midst.
Wordsworth wrote of the smiles and tears, the simple
pleasures and sorrows of the common people, and his read
ers refused to believe they were listening to real poetry.
The thoughts and feelings common to man, the real
significance and beauty of the natural world, the simplest
happenings of every day life, which any one could see were
brought to light by Wordsworth and interpreted In
language woven full of true poetic beauty.
Wordsworth is the poet of nature and of man. He
seemed to think that nature was a living thing, that it had
a soul in it, worthy of love, and so he reveals himself in his
poetry. He loved nature with a personal love. There was
nothing, from the vast landscape seen at sunrise from some
grand mountain peak, to the simplest, tiniest and most in
significant of nature’s handiwork, which he has not de
scribed, loved, and made us to love. There does not seem
any aspect or form of nature in which Wordsworth’s pene
trating eye could not see some unnoted quality
It seems impossible for anyone to carefully read his
poems and not be impressed with the profound love he had
for the things of nature.
It may be seen that Wordsworth manifests great inter
est in the delights of study and of solitude; buried in her
heart he would commune with and drink deep from the
infinite inexhaustible fountain of nature.
No one can read the best of his poems without feeling
that a great man, a great mind is speaking to us.
Wordsworth made himself the subject of his own think
ing. He was a strong believer in and lover of man, and
teaches us the fact that conformity to nature is the rule
of life and action. Whatever Wordsworth’s feelings and
thoughts, whatever his mode of life at any particular time,
as sure as he wrote, he revealed his state of mind in his
writings.
In his “Ode to the Skylark ' the poet feels the cares and
vicissitudes of human life; he hears the lark singing with
sweet melody and thinks how much more joyous this bird
is than himself. He then invokes the lark to take him up
into the clouds to his “bouquetting place in the sky.”
Wordsworth after speaking of the power the bird exerted

over him says:
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open at our feet, a thousand feet of the great cliff above the
crevice in which our party were, broke short a few feet
overhead and roared downward, a mountain in volume, into
the night beneath. Suddenly with an infinite explosion the
cliff around us was split into two parts, which rushed from
each other and formed a vast gulf in whose depths incan
descent liquids rolled like a sea. The huge storm was
transformed into a vapor, and the ocean waters were swept
back, but the waves now returning bellowed into the gulf.
The two liquids met with a fearful shriek and colossal
columns of water were raised to tremenduous heights, and
a vast pall of vapor hung over all.
00
The rock on which I sat shook like a reed in the wind,
but soon its motion changed from a horizontal to a vertical
A QUATERNARY UNPLEASANTNESS.
movement, first it reared far up into the dense clouds above
RECOLLECT that during that period known as and then sank, during an enormous period, it seemed to
me, down into the unknown darkness and fearful sounds
Quaternary, i was placed in quite an uncomfortable
below.
,
predicament,—in fact a distressing one. It was during
Gradually the motion ceased, and with the motion the
a season of excessive heat that the adventure occurred, and
sounds died away, until I heard nothing but the great
the sun had drawn us to the margin of the sea, where for
waves dashing against the shores.
weeks we had hunted the smaller fauna of the region
and been hunted by the larger. Wearily one evening wo
I looked around me and all was new; I was alone, for
my companions had vanished during one of the earth
returned from our ceaseless conflict with the animal world
around us. and commenced the last steep ascent to the | throes, and I could almost envy them, for I was cast away
cliff, whose fissures sheltered us. As we approached the
on a rocky islet on a heaving sea; the mountains and
valleys where we had sought our food had disappeared,
chasm over which we leapt to gain our embrasures we ob
served a red, vibrating glare which, emanating from some
the great rivers were no more, the great jungle, through
hidden source to our North, was reflected by the dark thick
which we had strayed was engulfed and nought of all re
clouds, which, arising from the sea, enshrouded us, and
mained but a few small granite islands between sky and
sea.
lightens threateningly our rocky habitations.
We gazed at the scene half indifferently, for our minds
It is needless now to relate the manner in which I
were worn with the long days tension inseparable from th»* finally succeeded in gaining continuous land, but suffice it
use of those developing faculties, whose exercise was all
to say that after months of terrible hardships I came
that gave us food, and then proceeded, to our cavern home.
across a colony of men, who were somewhat advanced in
the art of expressing their emotions and observations bjf
Several hours of the night had passed when we were
means of varying sounds formed by the teeth and tongue
rudely awakened by heavy rolling thunder, and our open
and with them I lived the rough life of prehistoric man
ing eyes. were greeted by a grandly, awful sight. The
until I died.
GEORGE WESTBY.
mighty cliffs which encircled and towered above us, seemed
to form the cradle of a Titian storm; hurricanes met in
THE UNIVERSITY WINS FROM ANACONDA.
awful battle while gigantic sea waves rushed far up on
the ocean walls to meet the wide sheets of rain which
When in the latter part of September Mr. Cleveland
poured from the dark arches above. Columns of lightning
took charge of the ’Varsity football team, to the casual
at intervals glared and vanished into the chaos below us.
observer the prospects for a first-class team were perhaps
But above the roar of the tempest we could hear a long
not very bright. Scarcely any of the old players were back
sounding, reverberating roll which seemed to come from the
and the positions had to be filled with practically untried
black depths of the earth. This grew in intensity as the
material.
moments passed, but our attention was soon distracted by
But the game on the twenty-eighth of October has
the strange heaving movement of the rocky platform ou
proven to all such that even new men in the hands of a
which we cowered, miserably. Cracks formed all around
competent coach, may be able to render a good account of
us and the huge blocks chafed and ground for several
themselves when put to the test.
minutes before the phenomenon ceased. The voice of the
When the Anaconda boys came in on the evening of the
earth now culminated and seemed to be resolved into a
twenty-seventh, the larger part of the home team was there
series of great muffled Explosions, and these with the to meet them, partially to welcome them but more perhaps
crashes of the storm combined into a solemn vastness ot'
to form some sort of an estimate of the ability of the visit
mournful sound, worthy to be the dirge of a dying world.
ing team.
Presently the thickness of the storm was pierced by
The time intervening between their arrival and the hour
rays of disseminated light, which transformed the descend
set for the game was spent in preparation and rest.
ing rain into a shimmering veil of magnificent beauty. At
October the 28th proved to be an ideal day and at aboui.
the instant we perceived the light another sound was
fifteen minutes of two the ’Varsity team, accompanied by
barely distinguished from the myriad raging around us; it
a. large crowd and greeted by cheers and blasts from fish
was a hissing and a spluttering noise as though fire and
horns, marched upon the field for a few minutes signal
water met. The earth again began to move, and now
practice. Shortly after, the Anaconda team made its ap
mighty rocks were falling all about us, precipices yawned
pearance and took the field.
“1 with my fate contented, will plod on.
And hope for higher raptures when life’s day is done.”
Matthew Arnold, the great critic of English literature,
in speaking of Wordsworth says:
“His superiority io
other poets is here—he deals with more of life than they
do, deals with life, as a whole, more powerfully.”
At times “Nature,” as Arnold expresses it, would seem
“to take the pen out of his hand and to write for him with
her own bare, sheer penetrating power.”
Wordsworth has been styled the poet of nature, which
sobriquet will always cling to him.
J. EMORY RHEIM,
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The game was called at about two twenty. The Uni
versity had the kick off and the ball was well advanced
into Anaconda’s territory. The ball was returned to Ana
conda’s 25 yard line where the Copper City boy was
tackled with such force that he fumbled the ball. Craig
fell on the ball and it was now in the hands of the ’Varsity
boys. By a series of line bucks the ball was pushed down
the field. Then Cleveland made a long run around Ana
conda’s right end and was not stopped until within a few
yards of Anaconda’s goal line. The next play put Cleve
land over the line for the first touch-down. Cleveland
kicked goal. Score 6-0. The ball was carried to the center
of the field and Anaconda kicked off to the University.
The ball was downed on their 15 yard line. Alternating be
tween line bucking and end plays the ball was carried
down the field to near Anaconda’s 40 yard line. Cleveland
was again intrusted with the oval and this time he was
not stopped until he had crossed Anaconda’s goal line.
Cleveland kicked goal. Score 12-0.
Anaconda again kicked off to the University. Heckler
caught the ball but was tackled and fumbled it and Ana
conda fell on it. For the first time in the game Anaconda
was permitted to line up on the ball. With the ball in its
possession the ’Varsity had little trouble in carrying it for
ward. But now Anaconda was on t its mettle and de
termined to score if possible. The ’Varsity line was un
able to withstand their rushes and slowly it was forced
down towards the home goal. Captain Le Point tried a
quarter back kick. Heckler got the ball but fumbled and
Anaconda again fell on it. Anaconda started in by ham
mering the ’Varsity line. Bernier was sent through for
gains. When near the University’s goal Anaconda came
near losing the ball. Being near their goal line the ’Varsitj
was fighting over every inch of ground. Bernier attempted
to break through right tackle but was quickly stopped by
Marcy. Another play was tried which still failed to gain
the required yardage. On the third down by hard work
Anaconda was just able to make the distance which saved
the ball for them. Anaconda then went over the line for
a touchdown. Le Point failed to kick goal. Score 12-5.
University kicked off to Anaconda. Le Point got the
pig skin and started for U. of M.’s goal. He was promptly
stopped however by Heckler. The remaining time of the
first half was spent in Anaconda’s territory.
Ten minutes intervened for rest when the ball was
again placed in the center of the field and Anaconda
kicked off to Cleveland who punted back to the center of
the field. Anaconda caught the ball but fumbled and the
ball went to the University. They quickly lined up on the
ball and Cleveland was given the ball for an end play, this
time however his interference was poor and he was
stopped before making any gain. Cleveland went through
the line for ten yards, punted the ball and Anaconda fell
on it. Anaconda attempted to go around University’s right
end but Marcy was there and the play was quickly
smothered. In the remaining two downs Anaconda was
unable to make yardage and the ball went to the ’Varsity.
In the next three downs the ’Varsity fell short of the re
quired 5 yards and Anaconda took the ball. Anaconda
made a few gains through the line but soon lost the ball
on downs. Anaconda lost 10 yards for off side play. By
a series of plays, through center for a long gain, Graham
through right guard for 5 yards and Cleveland around the

end for .10 yards, the ball was forced down close to Ana
conda’s goal line. Walker was sent through left tackle
but fumbled and Anaconda fell on the ball. During the
remaining time of the second half Anaconda had the ball
in its possession.
Anaconda was determined to get the
oval out of its territory, and began to buck the line in
f ,,rnest. At this time the University put in three new men,
McCormick, Berry and Cross. Anaconda still continued to
make yardage through the ’Varsity line until time was
called with the ball near the center of the field.
Final score 12—5.
Defensive play was weak during the first half, but
during the second was much better, neither team being able
to score.
The game was a clean one from start to finish with no
wrangling or disputing decisions and the crowd went away
well, pleased and with a keen appetite for another game.
Many of the University team played for the first time
in a matched game and all played good ball.
The U. of M. team is undoubtedly second to no team of
its weight in the state.
The opposing teams lined up as follows:
University.
Anaconda.
Craig..............................
Hodson.......................... ........R. G.......... .......................... Kelly
Marcy............................. ........R. E.......... ..................... Leonard
Jamieson....................... ........S. G..........
M o A U l s t e r ..........................
S T
Heckler (Capt.).......... ..........Q. B..................Le Point (Capt.)
Cleveland.................... ..........R. H......... .............. ........... Rhue
Walker.....................................L. H ........ ...................... Gillette
Graham...................................F. B .........
Officials for the game—Seariglit and Arlett.
SIDNEY WALKER, ’00
UNIVERSITY LIFE AN ENEMY TO PREJUDICE.
HERE is a fatal enemy to fairness, correct-observa
tion and just judgment which often lurks in hearts
of the most conscientious, for prejudice is natural to
the primitive mind. Woman is said to be inferior to man
in that she is less able to hold her predisposition and inclinations in abeyance to intellect, and cannot therefore,
give an impartial observation, nor, as a consequence, arrive
at an accurate conclusion.
This was perhaps largely true *during the period in
which the feminine mind was not trained, in which her life
was secluded and her opportunity for seeing all sides of
a question exceedingly rare.
Naturally being endowed with greater affection and
more intense sympathies than man, it is reasonable to sup
pose that her feelings would color all her thought and bias
her judgment pro or con.
But now, since she is acquiring the highest educational
privileges, we see this flaw in her character rapidly dis
appearing.
This is what thorough education does for the human
mind. It does not, as used to be so commonly thought,
kill or annihilate our feelings and sympathies, but it gives
us power to better direct their channels, and so extends
our mental horizon that we see new claims upon our com
miseration and consideration; we become broader, more
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just, grow nearer the truth, and our love for it constantly
THE ETHER.
increases.
j
HE existence of ether is required by the accepted
There comes the conviction that under all circumstances,
theories of light, heat and electricity, yet as a
“It is God-like to know the truth that makes us free”; thus
physical substance, ether is hardly more tangible
a great step in our development has been taken; we have a
than an assumed probability, it is simply a tremous matter
new capacity for growtn and are so exalted, that in spite j * with which science has filled the immensity of space in
of our predispositions and desires, we are able at all times
order to complete plausibly the chain of its arguments. No
to keep ourselves in an altitude for reception of Truths,
sense can determine it, no power possess it, yet reason has
and are willing to lay down our old traditions and pet
evolved it from the vast store of unknown things, and
theories on becoming assured that Truth demands it.
imagination has entailed this evasive creation with the at
tributes of an all pervading materiality.
In our University life we are sheltered, the storms are
Ether, astronomers assure us, is one of the powers
at a distance, and we have not as yet, taken up the active
which is tearing at the vitals of the universe, hurrying to
duties of life. We gather fragrant flowers in the fiel 1 of
its close the history of the worlds by the eternal resistance
knowledge uninterruptedly, we can observe the strife with
it offers to their courses; it is one of the many forces which
out, T^ith the quiet eye of an on-looker and therefore
have aided to create, which now sustain, yet are destined
probably see more clearly the error on either side than as
to
bring about the destruction of all we now realize.
if personally engaged in the conflict.
But the material present is the all in all of the majority
This is our position while our minds are maturing, and
of
the
earth’s existing millions, and the wealth of heat and
with the different phases of life and thought constantly
light
which
sustains the life of the world is brought from
shifting before us, we can but become less hasty and nar
their
inaccessible
source to this most important world by
row in our views, discontent with whatever is one-sided
the
vibrations
of
the
other. Its waves bring us knowledge
and unworthy. The same influences that overcome prejualso
of
the
great
spheres
which are ploughing through its
dice will go far toward eradicating another fault, egotism,
particles
untold
distances
away;
they bring tidings that the
which, in one of our leading magazines, has been cal'ed
materials
which
form
the
world
are identical in kind with
“The root of all evil.” But the question has been intimated
those
which
are
built
into
all
other
worlds, and inferentially
do not the same influences, so powerful in eroding here and
that
the
infinitely
separated
spheres
were once, one great
there our old channels of thought, submerge our Indi
whole, which brooded over space as a vast nebula.
viduality?
The “nebular hypothesis” carries with it the suggestion
They might have such a tendency over one who has not
of a preceding state in which the universe must have
due faith in his own convictions but he is a traitor to him
stultified in the stagnant ether sea, its forces lost in its
self who abandons his position before he sees it wrong. It
huge immensity, in just such a condition of universal euis certainly right to possess strong opinions, but we need
tropy, which men of science predict must end the present
not let them become overgrown with blinding callouses of
order of things when gravity and the resistance of the
prejudice.
ether have done their work.
For were it not so, since
The independent mind will not be absorbed by educa
eternity is timeless and equal every way from every point
tion, but will naturally assimilate its new knowledge, thus
of time, the self created universe of the rabid evolutionist,
growing into its own greater and more perfect self.
would have spent its vigor and lay massed in the ether for
infinite
aeons. Thus does the material require the imma
Devolved from every privilege, there is Responsibility,
terial
to
restore potential energy to the stable mass and to
and it is incumbent upon all those who have enjoyed the
initiate
and
direct the forces which lie in this potentiality.
advantages imparted by University life to employ them
This
may
involve
perpetual motion, but when the eternal
for the benefit and edification of man. It is reasonable to
intelligence
of
metaphysics
is allied to the indestructible
suppose that the important affairs of our nation will be
matter
of
the
physicist
no
limit may be set to possible
largely influenced by University men. Then may they re
transformations.
While the sensitive, elastic, vibrant
member that at least one of the essential characteristics of
good leadership is freedom from prejudice, an ability to use ether is an implement which can pierce the densest matter,
j and force its way even between the close knit atoms of the
a penetrating unbiased intellect.
molecule, no disruption of dead matter is impossible.
This is what made Elizabeth, in spite of her many des
In the ether vibrations lie many secrets whose solu
picable qualities, in numerous ways a great and go.,d
tion is sought by science, but there is no doubt that
queen; this is what made the great Confederate general,
mysteries they must remain until the subtle ether particle
Robert E. Lee, after having lost the cause for which he so
is grasped and analyzed, for unless the properties of the
bravely fought, say to his Southern friends, “Do not teach
constituents of a substance are known, it is impossible to
your children to despise the government of your country.” comprehend the phenomenon the substance exhibits under
This is what made Lincoln utter those noble words, “with
varying conditions.
malice toward none, with charity for all.” It is an element
prominent in all great compromisers and peace makers.
HISTORY VS. HOPE.—A DREAM CASE.
Back so far as man has any record the progress of
By John T. Kenney.
civilization has been warring with prejudice and gradually
IIE great court room of Life and Literature stands
overcoming it, giving us little by little the religious and
invitingly open before us.
Imagination beckons,
political liberty which we possess.
and willingly we pass within. Upon the right hand,
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| stern, remorseless and unrelenting, and yet withal, me-
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thinks, patient, merciful, honest-hearted and kindly dis*
posed, sits white-haired old Father Time as the presiding
judge; while on the left, as the great enlightened and dis
criminating jury, happity now always impanneled here, we
see Civilized Mankind.
A case has been called, and a trial is apparently about
to begin in this distinctly democratic court room, in which
we are all accustomed, more or less frequently, both to appear and to be heard, and in which since the dawn of our
boasted civilization so many momentous questions have
been called up, but unfortunately too often only summarily
considered; while, like in so many other courts of so-called
justice—and perhaps it would not be altogether unjust to
intimate in an occasional college and legislative* assembly
even as well—many trifling ones are lengthily looked into
and most elaborately discussed.
But surely this case and this trial are important ones,
for the witnesses we see arrayed on either side are no less
personages than philosophers, historians, orators, poets and
statesmen, renowned alike for the lustre of their learning
and the splendor of their genius and achievements.
The attorneys, too, attract attention.
There sits
watching the trial as leading counsel for plaintiff, that
well-known advocate and hard-headed gentleman, Mr. Fact;
while likewise engaged on behalf of the defence we see
that equally well-known, certainly no less plausible and
popular casuist, Miss Fancy.
And now Mr. Fact is rising to present to the jury the
indictment against the defendant in the case. In a mo
ment, doubtless, Miss Fancy will read in reply her counter*
charge against the plaintiff. A somewhat irregular pro
cedure, you remark? True, my learned legal friend; but
then you must remember that this is a court room in which
but very little attention is ever paid to mere irregularities,
or rather a tribunal in which all stereotyped forms and
technicalities are totally abolished.
“The defendant in this case,” says Mr. Fact, “is a com
mon cheat, a deceiver and ensnarer of men. Profligate of
promise, but worse than chary of performance, Hope is tin*
fleeting, insubstantial ignis fatuus that has led many noble
and lofty natures into those dark and dangerous marshes
and quicksands—The Unreal and The Impossible—until at
last in the dismal depths of that fearful centre, that black
and bottomless pit called Despair, they suddenly sink from
sight, and thus forever close a career which otherwise
might have been a long and worthy one of practical
thought, practical action, and practical benefit to man
kind.”
,
“The plaintiff in this case,” with undaunted brow re
plies Miss Fancy, “is a discourager—a morbid misanthrope
merely. History, morose and melancholy history, is a fit
companion and associate, indeed, of the dead, of whom
alone it speaks, and appropriately ,too, it has its home and
only habitation in the tomb of that buried past which alone
it can study. As a guide and counselor of thinking, wide*,
awake, progressive, original and independent men it has no
mission, and is of no worth in this world.”
Our intellectual life is dual. This is the central truth.
On the one side there lies the rugged and mountainous
domain of Philosophy and its handmaid, History; not that
ancient so-called philosophy which so long plagued the
world and humanity with the useless contentions of its
conceited disciples, and which was but another name, in

fact, for idle pedantry and arrant nonsense, but that only
I real and valuable philosophy which in modern times we
have recliristened science.
'
And on the other side there stretches away before us
the flowery land of Poetry, with her winsome sisters, Paint
ing, Music, Eloquence and Sculpture, and their combined
single soul and symbol, which is Hope.
I
To the one domain we go for the experience, to the
other for the inspiration, of mankind.
In the one we find the innumerable truths of natural,
moral and physical law, while in the other the everlastingly
beautiful both of nature and of art. The one presents to
us the real, in so far as the great All-Father has yet beeb
pleased to disclose it to waiting humanity; the other
pictures for us the ideal, grand, beautiful and perfect, yet
none the less true and possible, merely because it is re
served for future attainment, and cannot be proved by ex
perience. Like the transcendental truths of the beautiful
and logical philosophy of optimism, it rises superior to an 1
transcends experience, and by its own laws proves the
possibility of its own final attainment, even as Leibnitz
proved, nearly two centuries before a microscope strong
enough to see them had been invented, the existence ot
certain minute forms of animal life, of which natural
I
history at that time knew nothing, and even as Le Terrier
|
proved the point in the heavens at which a new planet
might at certain recurring periods be seen, although
astronomy had never before suspected its existence, and
there probably was not in the world at that time a telescope
powerful enough to disclose it—certainly none through
which Le Terrier had ever looked.
,
What matters it, indeed, if even during the entire reign
of Time, instead of merely through the little fraction of it
which we call the past the ideal be not attained?
Does
that prove that it never will be. We forget when we be
lieve so that there yet remains behind for its accomplish
ment the reign of that greater sovereign, Eternity!
In both these broad domains too we find only the most
perfect consistency and complete harmony, for truth, which
is the predominating feature of the one, is beautiful; and
beauty, the inspiring characteristic of the other, is indeed
but an unvarying incident or form of truth, at least in its
philosophical sense.
“Philosophy teaching by examples” as it was the. earli
est, so also is one of the best expressions of the true nature
of genuine, rightly understood history. One of the most
difficult, it is one of the most comprehensive of studies.
Rightly to understand and to be able to read but a small
part of it would be the achievement of a lifetime of tlife
most arduous and incessant labor; to master which would
be to master every science and subject in the whole range
of knowledge, both human and divine. For, accurately to
find out and faithfully to portray the past is, indeed, as
difficult and hazardous an undertaking as to project one’s
self forward and fortell the future. Each inquiry unques
tionably can only be successfully prosecuted by the same
methods and by means of the same calculations of proba
bility and chance.
And now the witnesses come upon the stand. We do
not hear them called, nor yet aismissed, and much of the
testimony is either irrelevant or indistinct; but now and
then, a witness speaks in unmistakable tones, an answer
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rings out strong and clear. Let us listen awhile to the evi
dence; perhaps some of it may interest us.
“Victor Hugo, man of letters, scholar and statesman of
France, what is your testimony?”
“Hope,” comes the answer, “is a delusion; no hand can
grasp a wave or a shadow.”
“Napoleon Bonaparte, law-giver, genius and general,
and in each unequaleil in a thousand years, what do you
say?”
“History,” again we hear the reply, “is but a fable
agreed upon.”
“William Wordsworth, poet, wearer for many years of
England’s laurel wreath, what say you?”
“Hopes are but beads of the morning, strung on slender
blades of grass, or a spider web adorning a straight and
treacherous pass.”
“Sir Robert Walpole, renowned statesman and shrewd
prime minister of the Queen, make your statement.”
“All history is a lie.”
“Thomas Babington Macauley, if not the most pro
found, certainly the most fascinating and prolific writer of
your day, surely you have something to say?”
“Yes. History is an alphabet, with the letters of which
we may spell out any word we choose.”
“Joseph Addison, polished writer of faultless English,
what is your thought?”
,
“Hope calculates all its schemes for a long and durable
life, presses forward to imaginary points of bliss, grasps at
impossibilities, and very often ensnares men into beggary,
ruin and dishonor.”
“Samuel Johnston, wise man. profound thinker and
learned lexicographer, we will hear you.”
“Hope is very fallacious, and promises what it seldom
performs.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson. I think it is I see upon the
stand, and that answers now: “History is a broken guide
board, ^minting out the way that we have come.”
“Edgar Fawcett, distinguished among living American
writers of both prose and poetry, have you anything to
say?”
“A sychophant and voyager to illusion’s goal is hope.”
“Wendell Phillips, silver-tongued orator and grand,
brave man, we await your evidence.”
“History is for the most part an idle amusement, thd
day dream of pedants and fritters. The world and affairs
have shown me that one-half of history is loose conjecture,
and the rest the writer’s opinion.”
But we have heard enough of this pessimistic evidence.
Let us forget it and reflect awhile for ourselves upon the
questions which the problem presents. And can it then
be possible that all this history about which we hear so
much in every controversy, whether religious, political or
otherwise, and in the writing and reading and study of
which mankind annually spends so much valuable time-can it be possible that all this history, after all, is really
useless and unprofitable, if not. in fact, actually injurious
as well?
And hope radiant hope; is it even vain and unfruitful,
if not absolutely dangerous and unwise
In the calm atmosphere of quiet, independent and untrammeled thought the answrer is easy and the reason plain.
No, a thousand times no!
History, as we commonly understand the term, Is not
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always synoymous with truth, and Hope, it is true, leads
us always upon dark and sometimes apparently upon
dangerous and uncertain ground; but it is the counterfeit,
hot the genuine, history that is wrong and false, and it is
sophistry, and not hope, that is the guide when we go
astray.
That history is written for us in any great degree in
books is one of the popular fallacies of the unthinking.
There never was a greater error. True wre shall find a
little of it. written in books, but it is only after we have
learned to read between the lines, and to study inde
pendently of the gooks the character, motives, ambitions
and beliefs of those who wrote them, as well as of the time
and country, and even community, in which they lived,
and the institutions which surrounded and perhaps moulded
them. Without this key we shall never be able to unlock
their little secret, and with it then we shall find, not in
frequently, more that is valuable in those books not pre
sumably written as histories at all than in many of those
broadly labeled as such.
All the rest that is told us in some few of the best of
these, however, we may perhaps as well accept, for we
must remember that at last, after we have laboriously
made our own investigations and deductions, we have only
succeeded in replacing the opinion and conjecture of an
other with that of our own.
But yet, in one form or
another, somehow and somewhere, the whole story, in its
every and most minute detail, is completely written. For,
as matter is indestructible, as force is never annihilated,
but merely conserved, so that though merely a pebble be
dropped in the water every particle of matter in the decan
and upon the earth is in some degree affected, so every
action and every event, perhaps every thought, makes its
own impress, and thus writes ineffaceably its own history
on matter or on mind, or on both. And though dim and in
distinct sometimes is this penmanship, so that perhaps none
but the omniscient eye of God can make it out, yet it is all
there, each character whole and perfect, and in their
hidden meaning lies locked not only the past, but likewise
in great part the future.
“Hope,” says Alfred Tennyson, “is the great world’s
altar-stair, that slopes through darkness up to God.” And
this eloquent metaphor is susceptible almost of a critical
analysis.as an accurate, logical definition, for hopefulness
is always an evidence of moral elevation, even as despair
is of the opposite extreme. It is the advance guard like
wise of that mighty monarch, Thought, and has preceded
him into every continent, however dark, that he has ever
conquered or explored, and in its upward flight and aspira
tion it stops only at the throne of that omniscience and all
power which is God.
Hopefulness is always helpful, invigoarting. right.
And if reason be not misguided or at fault, but its calcula
tions be arrived at with the certainty which characterizes
those of a Leibnitz or a Le Terrier, then it performs for us
its highest function, and receives its natural satisfaction
and reward; but even if sophistry takes the place of reason,
and leads its unwary victim on and on in its dangerous
journey, it is seldom even then that hope forgets its duty,
or fails to perform its appointed task.
From the rich field of oriential legendary lore we glean
this fanciful story: A wealthy Arab was one day traveling
in state, when, in a lonely place and at a great disad-
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way: “Your verdict in this case, gentlemen of the jury,
■vantage, lie was confronted by two fierce highwaymen.
“Give us your valuables,” they said, and without a word you will have no difficulty in readily reaching. There has
been a total failure of unimpeachable evidence to sustain
of protest he handed them a purse well filled with money,
the charges brought against either of the two parties to this
a small cabinet of precious stones which he happened to
suit. These witnesses to whom you have so patiently
have with him, a silver-hilted sword with ivory sheath, his
listened were not speaking to you their sober, serious
costly turban, glittering with diamonds.
waking thoughts, they were but dreaming, for we all are
“Now,” said he, “1 have given you all you care for; take
dreamers, and even the wisest of us do sometimes dream.
them and let me go.”
In your verdict, therefore, I must direct you to do an un
“No,” said one of them, “I see a silken cord yet hung
precedented thing, at least in any other than this court
around your neck. We must see what is at the end of ii
room—I must ask you to find in favor of plaintiff and de
before we part.” But when the old man quietly drew the
fendant both, for each is equally worthy, not merely of ac
cord from his bosom, and disclosed merely a circularquittal at your hands, but of intimate acquaintance, and
shaped phial, made apparently of glass, and filled with
your high esteem and infinite regard as well.
Between
water, they did not require it of him, but went their way.
them, too, it is a mistake to suppose that there is any con
At this the old man was greatly rejoiced, and seemed not
flict or antagonism. That such is true is but fancied, and
to regard at all the loss of the rest of his valuables, for
not real; for History and Hope are not enemies, or rivals
despite its apparent insignificance this was the treasure
even, but friendly and congenial powers, who sometimes
which after all he prized, and rightly prized, more than all
hold and invariably sway the sceptre in adjoining, allied
the rest, for with this little phial, the story tells us, he was
and interpen dent realms.
able to bring about the most astonishing transformations.
Though every other valuable thing he had in the world
were taken away from him, and nothing remained to him
There is no difference of opinion in regard to the ad
but the sandy plain stretching out inimitably, he had only
mirable celerity exhibited by England in the mobilization
to put this little phial to his eye, and instantly everything
of her army. Troops have benn equipped and sent half
was changed. The barren waste became a fruitful field;
way around the globe with a precision and rapidity nevet
springs of cool, clear water bubbled up around; refreshing
before excelled in scientific militarism.
The speed and
streams flowed through beautiful gardens; broad branching
system displayed by England has called forth a well-de
trees spread out their luxuriant foliage, making pleasanl
served compliment from Germany in the form of a con
shade upon every side; birds of the most brilliant plumage
gratulatory dispatch to the London War Office.
sang everywhere beneath the skies, and flowers in ah
their loveliness sprang up on every side.
TO PREPARE MANUSCRIPT.
What was this marvelous little instrument, you ask
Write upon pages of a single size;
The story tells us the old man called it the phial of Hope,
Cross your t’s and neatly dot your i’s.
and said that it had been given him by a prophet of God.
On one side only let our lines be seen—
And so, if we, even in this practical day, looked closely
Both sides filled up announces a verdant green.
enough at each other, 1 think we would be able to discern,
Correct—yes, correct—all that you write,
encircling hearts and souls and lives, this same mystic
And let your ink be black, your paper w h ite..
silken cord, to the end of which is attached this same
For spongy foolscap of a muddy blue
magic transparency, the phial of Hope.
Betrays a'mind of the same dismal hue.
Such then is the true nature and marvelous breadth of
Punctuate carefully, for. on this score
History! Such the high mission, the wonderful worth of
Nothing proclaims a practiced writer more.
Hope! And although to us it seems scarcely possible for
Then send it off, and, lest it merits lack,
any mind to perceive the full significance of either, and
Inclose a stamp with which to send it back;
especially of the first, to which it had not been suggested
But first pay all the postage on it, too,
and made apparent by the progress of modern science, yet
For editors look blank on “6 cents due,”
here again we find far-seeing transcendentalism anticipat
And murmur, as they run the effusion o’er,
ing the slow empiricism of modern science, for did not the
“A shabby fellow and a wretched bore!”
seer-eyed sage of Avon, the myriad-minded Shakespeare,
Yet, ere it goes, take of it a copy clean—
nearly three hundred years ago, declare that “There is a
Writers should own a copying machine;
history in all men’s lives, figuring the nature of the things
Little they know the time that’s spent and care
deceased; the which observed, a man may prophesy with
In
hunting “copy” vanished—who knows where?
a near aim of the main chance of things, as yet not come
Bear
this in mind, observe it to the end,
to life, which in their seeds and weak beginning lie en
And
you
shall make the editor your friend.
trusted?”
,, ,
—Notes and Queries.
But what of the trial we have been so attentively
watching? When Civilized Mankind have at last heard all
Senior Girl, (on committee for choosing gowns)—“No, 1
the testimony, and venerable Father Time has finally given l
want a full back.”
to them his instructions, what will their verdict be?
Senior Man from P—b—lo)—“O M iss--------- , wouldn’t a
. We cannot know; we can only guess. But at the charge
quarter-back do?”—Ex.
of the court we may look if we will; in Time’s own search
ing and decisive way, during the progress of the trial, it
He who knows most grieves most for wasted time.—
has been written out, in large part as it will finally be de
livered, and runs, if we mistake not, substantially in this j Dante;
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LOCALS.
Football, football, Rah! Rah! Rah!
Victory, Victory, ha! ha!! ha!!!
Keep out of the halls!
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William L. Murphy, one of the first students to be en
rolled in The University of Montana finishes the law course
at Columbia this year.
The University is indebted to Mrs. George Boos for a
valuable collection of books and specimens, also a large
picture of Gen. Grant.

Subscribe for the Kaimin.
What color are the sheep in “Heckler’s flock.”
Miss Ethel Grant is teaching in the public school this
year.
Miss Edyth Bickford ’01 is spending the winter lu
Butte.
It is the duty of every student to subscribe for The
Kaimin.
Gymnasium practice has commenced in earnest.—Oh
joy! Oh rapture!
“The Israelites went into Egypt after feed for them
selves and animals.”
When in doubt, speak the truth—“Oceanic currents are
currents in the ocean.”
Ellis Sedman ex-editor in chief of The Kaimin is at
tending Harvard this year.
We can truthfully say that there is not another bicycle
track like ours, in the state.
Rumor tells us that “The Buds” are to loose one of
their number at Christinas time.

The gas plant is now in running order and the labora
tories have dispensed with their alcohol lamps and are
making use of the gas burners.
Miss Georgie Fenwick has entered the Sophomore class
of Wells College. She writes th at she is much pleased
with her new surroundings, “but it is not Montana.”
Miss Grace Herndon has charge of the girls’ class in
Physical Culture in place of Prof. Hubbell, whose poor
health obliged her to give up all thought of extra work.
Among the university students visiting Butte on
Soldiers’ Day were Miss Beulah Rheim, Emory Rheim.
Lu Knowles, Caroline Cronkrite and Horace Worden.
“Le us be thankful for the fools, but for them the
rest of us could not succeed.” How well this saying of
Mark Twain’s fits a recent event in the athletic association.
The library is now left open during the noon hours,
Miss Bovee being in charge at that time. This is a great
convenience to the students for which they are duly thank
ful.
The University foot-ball team and the high school team
played a hotly contested game on Tuesday last. As yet it
is impossible for The Kaimin to find out which was the
winner.

Lawrence Ebert was elected manager of the football
team. He is kept quite busy paying bills from an empty
treasury and calling down people who have too much to
$4.0 will put a third plank in our sidewalk. All inter- I say about him.
ested in wheel riding should help this matter along.
The senior class this year consists of Miss Lu Knowles,
Miss Gertrude Backhouse, Miss Caroline Cronkrite, Mr.
Prof. Westcott has rented the Gannon residence and Is
Charles Avery, Mr. Sidney Walker, Mr. Emory Rheim, and
occuping it with his family, who came a short time ago.
Mr. Eben Murray.
Some excellent groups of students were taken last week,
Miss Knowles, the instructor in free-hand drawing
also interior views of the library, office and laboratories.
__________
spent the summer at the South Hampton Art Colony, Long
Island. Miss Knowles has some excellent studies as a re*
Students should make it a point to trade with the
suit of her summer’s work.
patrons of the advertising department, of the college paper.
1 — -----—
Sophocles evidently forgot about the “heel-line” when
Mr. Sidney E. Walker, formerly a student of the Pacific
he posed for that statute in the Assembly hall. Maybe he
University of Oregon, is now a member of the senior class
died some years ago. Lucky fellow as Pudd’nhead Wilson
of The U. of M.
says “Pity is for the living, envy is for the dead.”
George Kennett ’99 is studying medicine at Rush
The boys’ gymnasium work under the direction of Mr.
Medical College, Chicago. Mr. Kennett’s work here in the
Cleveland, who is also coaching the foot-ball team. He is
Biological department counted a year and a half for him
a man of great energy and enthusiasm and by his unceas
there.
ing work lias developed a team, which is a credit to the
university.
Subscribe for The Kaimin.

Miss Louise Hatheway of the ’99 class has been ap
pointed assistant in the English department.
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Subscribe for The Ivaimin.
Miss Lottie Boos, a former student of The University
leaves in a few weeks for Washington, D. O. where her
family will reside for the future, Mr. Boos having been
appointed chief of the printing department of The Census.
The university team did not go to Anaconda on the 4th
for their return game, as was expected. That team at the
last moment sending word that they had decided not to
have the game and giving no reason, but it is supposed that
they do not care to be whipped again.
The senior class is made up of the brightest and most
intellectual minds in the university, the most ardent work'
ers in the country and in fact it is the finest aggregation
of high minded individuals that ever formed a class. The
local editor being a member of this class, knows this to be
the truth.
The number of directors in the athletic association has
now been changed from six to four, i. e., one member from
the faculty, two from the collegiate department, one from
the preparatory. The present board of directors consists of
Prof. Aber, Sidney Walker, Ben Stewart and Sidney
Williams.
Harold Blake returned on the 12th of Oct. from Ma
nilla, where he has been for nearly two years with the
18th infantry. Mr. Blake has seen some hard service and
comes back with the rank of sergeant. He left the Uni
versity to enlist and all his fellow students are glad to see
him home again safe and sound.
Prof. Douglass has a colored chart 600 feet long and
five feet wide, showing the animals and plants of the differ
ent geological ages. These of course are obtained from the
fossil remains. While not a thing of beauty, it is quite a
work of art in its way, and represents splendidly what it
is intended. By means of it Prof. Douglass is able to
illustrate his lectures very effectively.
The University—Anaconda foot ball game received a
rather peculiar write up on the Anaconda page of the
Standard. The writer, evidently not being aware of the
identity of the players, made many mistakes. He men
tioned “coach Cleveland” repeatedly as if he were the only
member in the team and seemed to give “our bo-ys” no
credit at all for winning the game. Is this just? Decidedly
not.
The Wesleyan University has challenged the U. of M. to
a debating contest.The challenge has been accepted and
the event will come off in Helena December 15. Prelimin
aries will be held Nov. 10. Only university students to be
present. The speeches are voluntary and the four making
the best record will be sent to Helena.' Among those who
have already entered the contest are Guy Sheridan, Eben
Murray, Martin Tucker and Miss Estelle Bovee.
The geology class took its first expedition last Monday,
and climbed to the top of “Old Sentinel” armed to the
teeth with hammers, flour sacks, barometers, lemons and

telescopes. Mr. Graham gave an exhibition of his X-ray
eye by using the telescope with the brass slide in. Prof.
Douglass, without the use of the telescope, pointed out a
coyote which afterward proved to be a man. Others in
the party were busy glaicating a rock with a sharp stone.
Altogether the trip was very successful in spite of the faei
that some one blew out the candles when in the mine and
Mr. Graham was not present to dispel the gloom with hi*
bright smile, he having gone on trying to find an easy way
down the mountain.
The Glarkia literary society has changed its order of
programme and has taken up the study of current litera
ture. The following are the programs for Nov. 3d and
17th respectively:
Review of David Harum...................................................BulahMorgan
Principal characters........................................................... Bertha Simpson
Discussion of author.............................................................. Fay Murray
Review of Richard Carvel...................................Lu Knowles
Principal characters...............................................G. Cronkrite
Discussion of author ......................................... Beulah Rheim
Yale is celebrating her 199th year.
October 7th the bronze bust of Edgar A. Poe was un
veiled at the University of Virginia.
The architectural contest for the building of the Phoebe
Herst University of California has been completed and
the prize of $10,000 was awarded to Benard of Paris.
Although the faculty endeavored to end the custom,
Harvard celebrated her “Bloody Monday” in true Harvard
fashion.
Power will intoxicate the best hearts as wine the
strongest heads. No man is wise enough nor good enough
to be trusted with unlimited power.
Happy are physicians! Their successes shine in the
sunshine and the earth covers their failures.—Montaigne.
The foot-ball team of the S. V. I. is rejoicing in the
victory.'over the *brainy, brawny fellows” of Chicago, and
well it might.
As a man may be eating all day, and for want of di
gestion is never nourished, so endless readers may cram
themselves in vain with intellectual food.
The following is the first attempt at Latin posey by
—, and he begs to say it was -written by another
fellow:
Lightibus outibus in de parlorum,
Boyibus kissibus sweet girlorum.
Daddibus liearibus loudi smakorum,
Comibus quickibus mitta cluborum,
Boyibus gettibus liardi spankorum,
Landibus nextibus outside dorum,
Gettibus upibus limpi liomi begorum,
Swearibus kissibus girli nomorum.—Ex.
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REFORMED FOOTBALL.
The humane effort to reform football once more and
free it of all elements of danger and roughness seems to
meet with cordial endorsement It is supposed that when
the game can be played without risk of anyone being hurt
and without any rude scuffling or tackling, the persons who
now oppose the sport will attend in large numbers.
Some of the proposed changes are as follows:
1. At the beginning of play the ball shall be put in the
center of the field and the umpire shall think of a number
between 1 and 50. The two captains shall guess at the
number, and the one coming the nearest to it shall be ah
lowed to move the ball five yards into the territory of the
other team.
2. Before the ball is put into play after a down the
captain shall line up his men and count them off as follows.
Onery, onery, ickery an!
Phileson, pholeson, Nicholas, John!
Queevy, quavy,
English navy,
Stinklum, stanklum, I-O-U-Buck!
The player on the word “Buck” shall be known as “it.”
He shall kneel beside the ball and the members of the op
posing team shall line up opposite. The player known as
“it” shall repeat “Simon says ‘Thumbs up,’ ” or “Simon
says ‘Thumbs down,’ ” indicating the movement as he
speaks the words, and the players of the opposing team
must imitate his movements. But if he merely says
“thumbs up,” without the “Simon says,” and an opposing
player puts his thumbs up that counts one, and after three
such mistakes the ball is advanced five yards. If, however,
after twenty trials the opposing team does not make a total
of three errors then the ball goes to the opposing team and
is advanced on a “tag” play.
3. On a “ tag” play the member of the team who
stands highest in his classes is given the ball to run with
it. The opposing players must touch him as he runs and
say “Tag, you’re it!” but if he has his fingers crossed at the
time he does not have to stop. If his fingers aore not
crossed he must put the ball down. Any opposing player
who is slapped three times on the back by a member of the
runner’s team is called “out” and cannot “tag” any runner.
A runner cannot be tagged while he is touching wood.
4. Any player who takes hold of an opposing player or
who displays brusqueness and lack of refinement shall be
put into a compartment at the side lines known as the
“boneyard,” and he shall not be released until the captain
of his team answers ten questions without laughing.
5. After a touchdown has been made the professor
of rhetoric shall give five hard words from the back of the
book to the full-back of the team scoring the touch-down.
If the full-back spells the five words correctly, his team is
credited with one point, the same as if a goal were kicked.
If he fails on any word the ball goes to the opposing team
on the twenty-five-yard line. The ball is never kicked, as
it might strike one of the plaers and injure him.
6. On resuming play after a touchdown all the players
except one form a ring and join hands, singing:
London bridge is falling down,
Falling down, faling down;
London bridge is falling down,
So farewell my ladies.”
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The captain of the team against which the score has
been made is blindfolded and put into the circle. After a
time he advances and takes hold of a player, who is asked
three questions. He must guess at the name of this player.
If he guesses correctly he is allowed to advance the ball
fifteen yards. If he fails the ball goes to the other team,
in the center of the field.
7.
Both spectators and players are expected to be qui
and orderly at all times, and particularly during the mental
tests.—Ex.
EXCHANGES.
Of all sad words of laddy or lass,
The saddest are these: “I failed to pass.”

i

—Ex.
“Sow a thought, and you reap an act; sow an act and
you reap a habit; sow a habit and you reap a character;
sow a character and you reap a destiny.”—Ex.
She sat on the steps at the even-tide,
Enjoying the balmy air;
He came and asked “May I sit by your side?”
And she gave him a vacant stair.
—Ex.

I

Sentiments of a member of the beginning Latin class.
“AH the people dead who wrote it,
All the people dead who spoke it,
All the people die who learn it,
Blessed death, they surely earn it.”
—The Agora.
Said Atom unto Molly Cule,
“Will you unite with me?”
And Molly Cule did quick retort,
“There’s no affinity.”
Beneath electric light plant’s shade,
Poor Atom hoped he’d metre,
But she eloped with a rascal base,
And her name is now salt-petre.—Ex.
(For Men Only.)
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•puaq .iaq no pntqs oj puq aqs ji
‘Avoqaiuos jj ju jaS p(aqs Avauq a^V
tpua.i A*pua.i[B s taqs mood siqx
‘Siqqj.mj u .10 sjnao uaj .laSuAY R.aAV ayo^
•Avoqs u jo jiq jsuai aqj sjaS aqs jj
‘Avoq^uu jno ji pup p,aqs jaq no.f jn$j
‘.wouq oj. jou jqiino aqs Suiqjamos stjj
‘numoAY v sou.xoay SniqjXuu sta.iaqj jj
—Ex.
GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.
“How can a man perpetuate bis memory most easily?”
“ By dying in debt.”—Ex.
ELU SIVE STRENGTH
The Carrot—W hat’s the matter, old man?
The Onion—Oil, 1 feel like thirty cents.—Ex.
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